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What I hope you leave with today
1. Community > Network
2. Think long term and develop a habit
3. Be specific about yourself and your needs
4. Mentors are a crucial piece of your community
5. Be the connector/host
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What’s the big idea?
Three primary currencies run our lives:
1. Time
2. Money
3. Relationships
If there is a deficit in one of these,
it’s usually tied to the other two
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Your personal capital

Human Capital
Knowledge and
Skills

Social Capital
Connections (and
Disconnections) Among People
You Know

Your career
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Origins of social capital: Network structures
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Trust, reputation

Novel info, creative potential, governance
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Let’s build community
[in a virtual world]
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Build your community
• Don’t think of connecting with individuals in isolation
• What kinds of people & values do you want to have?
-Think about norms, diversity, attitudes, geographic & industry
coverage, etc. à protect the ones you pick ruthlessly
-Norm of “give first”—if universal—is incredibly powerful

• Deal with takers/opportunists quickly
• Like org culture: Makes new “integrations” easier
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Community building: Think long term
Build ties before you need them

Give first, provide value,
“to get connected, make connections”
The “norm of reciprocity” &
the “five-minute favor”
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“The Giver’s Fix”
• We get a rush when we give
-But no chemical association with asking for help!

• People can get hooked on giving but never ask for help
-If we only give and never ask for what we need, people learn that
they don’t need to help

If you don’t tell people what you need,
you’re robbing them of that giver’s rush
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On asking: Know thyself
• Who are you & what do you bring to the table?
-Skills, knowledge, connections, support, etc.
-How “referable” are you? Specialists are easier to remember!
-Be very clear on what you’re doing / passionate about

• What do you need?
-Be specific in your ask à how else can people help you?
-Do your homework! à “People love to feel useful, hate to
feel used” (that means following up, too!)
-Vulnerability prompts curiosity prompts connection
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On connecting (and leading, too)

Curiosity

Empathy

This
a l l so
good unds
…
H ow
actua do I
lly do
it?
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Quick reminder: Biases
• Proximity
• Similarity / homophily
• Inertia
• Poor perceptions

It was possible to overcome some of these in an office environment.

But in a post-COVID world…

WHAT DO YOU DO NOW?
Source: Allen and Henn. 2007. The Organization and Architecture of Innovation. p. 57
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Connection building & maintenance

Develop the habit
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Getting your social life in shape: Habits
1. Determine goals
- The 80/20 rule: 80% of networking is regular contact
- Be kind to yourself: small changes add up over time!

2. Figure out the who

- 50-100 medium & weak ties to cultivate better over the next year

3. Determine two “key habits” to develop/improve
-Could be about social media presence, regular coffee/drinks, etc.

4. Track/log your behavior à Use a “To Do” app
- Behavior first, attitude follows: repetition >>> willpower
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Build your Personal Board of Directors
• For advice, help, & guidance (on short notice)
• Could be very structured, could be more informal
• Mentors, peers, advisors, former
colleagues/bosses/professors…
• But what’s in it for them?
“I hope at some point in your career you get to be a
mentor to someone like you…just so you understand.”
Adapted from Gibson Biddle (https://medium.com/@gibsonbiddle/hacking-your-product-management-career-cce227a9c39a)
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Build your Personal Board of Directors
WHO

HOW

1. People whose experience and
judgment you value and take
seriously

1. No need to “DTR”; nurture

2. Admirable skills, broad network

3. Look to your “weak ties” &
friends of friends

3. Trustworthy!

2. Aim high

4. Care about you personally

4. Figure out how you can help
them (now or in the future)

5. People whom you’re
comfortable asking for help

5. Patience, persistence, thick
skin

Adapted from Gibson Biddle (https://medium.com/@gibsonbiddle/hacking-your-product-management-career-cce227a9c39a)
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Your Board: Tips on engaging
• Invest & inform (esp. when things are going well)
• Encourage (and welcome) direct, honest feedback
• LISTEN

Don’
t like
• Adapt your board to your current and future needs
idea the
outre of
ach?
• Seek the right diversity
One
last i
dea…
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“Host” your weak ties: Office Hours
Take a page from academia,
take advantage of everyone being
on Zoom
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“Host” your weak ties: Office Hours
• Block 1-2 hours of 15 or 20-min blocks every week or so
-Calendly is a good tool for this

• Announce to the world* that you’re open for
conversations (and provide some guidance)
• Dissuade closer friends from signing up
• 4/week x 30 weeks/year = 120 convos/year
*LinkedIn, Facebook, your social media site of choice, your company intranet, etc.
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In closing: The importance of authenticity

Authenticity is the feeling of alignment between who you are and your behaviors

If you’re authentically
curious, this all won’t feel like
networking

And if you consider it to be
learning and giving, it should
even be enjoyable
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Book recommendations
And a
podcast:

“Captivate: The
Science of
Succeeding with
People”
By Vanessa Van
Edwards

“Connected: The
Amazing Power of
Social Networks”
By Nicholas
Christakis & James
Fowler

“Range: How
Generalists Triumph
in a Specialized
World”
By David Epstein

“Give & Take:
Why Helping
Others Drives
Our Success”
By Adam Grant

More resources at noahaskin.com/on-networking
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“Attention is the rarest and
purest form of generosity.”
- Simone Weil
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